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Abstract—We propose a bio-inspired signal processing method
for odor discrimination. A spiking neural network is trained
with a supervised learning rule so as to classify the analog
outputs from a monolithic 4×4 tin oxide gas sensor array
implemented in our in-house 5 µm process. This scheme has
been sucessfully tested on a discrimination task between 4 gases
(hydrogen, ethanol, carbon monoxide, methane). Performance
compares favorably to the one obtained with a common statistical
classifier. Moreover, the simplicity of our method makes it well
suited for building dedicated hardware for processing data from
gas sensor arrays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE electronic nose (EN) systems based on integrated gas

sensor arrays have attracted more and more interest dur-

ing the past two decades [1], [2]. SnO2-based gas sensing films

are commonly used for such applications because of a number

of advantages including cost effective, high sensitivity to

various gases and relative compatibility with standard CMOS

fabrication processes [3]. The multi-dimensional output of

such gas sensor array demands specific algorithms. The high

performance of biological systems to discriminate odors from

multi-dimensional inputs led to an exciting new area of bio-

inspired algorithms.

The olfactory system anatomy of vertebrates (resp. insects)

can be separated in three major parts (for more details see

[4] [5]). The olfactory epithelium (resp. the insect antennae)

consists of different families of Olfactory Receptor Neurons

(ORNs), which transduce the molecular acivity into electrical

signals. This information converges to a recurrent neural

network, the Olfactory Bulb (OB) (resp. the Antennal Lobe

(AL)). Principals cells of this network relay information to

higher neural structures such as the piriform cortex (resp. the

mushroom body).

It is well known that the different families of ORNs have

broadly overlapping tuning profiles related to the molecular

quality [6]. However, the neural activity in the piriform cortex

(resp. the mushroom body) is more spatially differentiated

with respect to the molecular species than the ORNs [7] (resp.

[8]). Thus, the olfactory information seems to be transformed

from a pattern of relative activity rates in ORNs to a pattern
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of spatial neural activation in the piriform cortex (resp. the

mushroom body).

The OB and the AL, which are networks of highly in-

terconnected excitatory and local inhibitory neurons, play a

key role in the odor information transfer. One of their major

characteristics is to present global oscillatory activities. In the

OB it has been shown that the rate of inhibitory event reception

is correlated to the phase of the global oscillation [9]. This

phasic inhibition, depending on its temporal distribution, has

been described to act as a ”reset mechanism” increasing the

neural code reliability [10].

In this paper we propose a bio-inspired algorithm based on

artificial neural network with periodic reset mechanism and

spike timing pattern recognition to transform and decode the

information from gas sensors into spatial neural activation for

odor discrimination. Section II demonstrates a 4×4 gas sensor
array with Micro-hotplate (MHP) structures using surface

micro-machining process suitable for large dimension arrays.

Section III explains in details the bio-inspired algorithm.

Section IV presents the discrimination results and provides

comparison with Support Vector Machine (SVM). Section V

concludes this paper.

II. SENSOR ARRAY INTEGRATION AND GAS ANALYSIS

Tin oxide gas sensors are widely used for gas discrimination

applications. The sensing mechanism of tin oxide gas sensors

is based upon a chemical reaction at the surface of the sensing

film.
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Fig. 1. (left) Microphotograph of the fabricated monolithic integrated 4×4
tin oxide gas sensor array. (right) One sensor element.

After exposure to the target gas, the resistance of the sensor

is affected. The change in resistance is due to irreversible

reactions between the analyte and the oxygen-derived com-

pound such as O−, O−2 , and O
2− on the tin oxide surface [11].

The reaction is slow at room temperature, thus the tin oxide
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Fig. 2. The sensor array’s response to (a) Hydrogen (b) Ethanol (c) Carbon monoxide and (d) Methane.

gas sensor operates at high temperature, typically 300 oC.

Tin oxide gas sensors are preheated to facilitate the sensor’s

reaction before being exposed to an analyte gas, by the MHP.

The baseline resistance of a tin oxide gas sensor is around one

to several MΩ, and the resistance can be 10-1000 times lower
than the baseline when reacting with target gases.

The monolithic tin oxide gas sensor array in this work was

designed and fabricated using our in-house 5 µm 1-metal,
1-poly CMOS process. The micrograph of the fabricated

monolithic gas sensor array is shown in Figure 1. The sensor

array consists of 16 micro-hotplate elements located in 4 rows

and 4 columns.

The fabricated gas sensor array was tested under 4 different

analyte gases which are Hydrogen, Ethanol, Carbon monoxide

and Methane, respectively. All the test were performed at

an operating temperature of 300 oC. The responses to the 4

gases at different concentrations are shown in Figure 2 a - d,

respectively, where the output is the sensor’s resistance.

III. A SPIKING NEURAL NETWORK FOR ODOR

DISCRIMINATION

Our spiking neural network (SNN) requires two layers of

neurons. First, the output of the gas sensors is transformed into

a spike timing pattern by a layer of input neurons. Second, a

layer of output neurons is trained with a supervised learning

rule to categorize the spike timing patterns. Learning modifies

the neural afferent synaptic weights of each output neuron to

ensure that its potential will reach a threshold value for a set

of incoming spike timing patterns and will not for another set.

Each output neuron is expected to fire only in the presence

of a given gas. The discrimination of four different gases, as

in our application, will then require four output neurons (see

Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Representation of the gas identification process. Each sensor’s
resistance is transduced into an electrical current which generates a neuron’s
spike. The spike pattern is transformed into synaptic currents which excites a
second layer of neurons. Each of those neurons uses a learning rule to adapt
its synaptic weights to respond to only one odor.

A. Spike timing transduction by the input neurons

The initial stage of the processing consists in the trans-

duction from the gas sensors resistance into a neural spike

timing. As a stimulation of the ORNs by an odor induces

an excitatory synaptic current on OB or AL cells, a decrease

of sensors resistances Rsensor will generate an excitatory

current Isyn = Vdc/Rsensor (where Vdc is a constant reference

voltage) into the input neurons of our network.

We consider here the Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF) model



for the input neurons. Thus,

Cm

dV

dt
=

1

Rm

(Vrest − V (t)) + Isyn

where Cm, Rm are the capacitance and resistance of the

membrane and V , Vrest are the membrane potential and the

resting potential of the neuron, respectively.

By considering a constant sensor resistance, the time Ts at

which the neural potential reaches a threshold value θ is given
by :

Ts = −τln
(

1 −
θ

IsynRm

)

where τ = RmCm is the membrane time constant.

As changes in the sensor resistances with respect to

odor concentration is a parametric function R(C) =
(Rsensor1

(C), ..., Rsensor16
(C)) where ∂Rsensori

/∂Cppm ≤
0 (see figure 2), changes in the spike timing is also a
parametric function T (C) = (Ts1(C), ..., T sn(C)) where
∂Tsi/∂Cppm ≤ 0 (see Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Spike timing Ts as a function of Rsensor . For Cppm = 0, Rsensor

is at its maximum R0 ≈ 200kΩ. When Cppm → +∞ then Rsensor reaches
a saturation value Rsat << R0. Simulations have been performed with
Vdc = 10V , Rm = 101MΩ, Cm = 99pF , θ = 0.02V .

B. Odor discrimination by the output neurons

Let us consider the following variable (for the ith input
neuron) :

∆Ti
=

{

t − Tsi if t − Tsi ≥ 0
0 if t − Tsi < 0.

One point P(O,C)(Rsensor1
, ..., Rsensor16

) corresponding to
an odor O at a specific concentration C is transformed into

a parametric function f(O,C)(t) = (∆T1
, ..., ∆T16

). We call
ξO the set containing all the f(O,C) corresponding to every

concentration C of one odor O.

At the synaptic level, this information is transduced into post

synaptic potentials (PSP) by a double exponential function :

k : ∆Ti
→ exp(

−∆Ti

τ1
)(1 − exp(

−∆Ti

τ2
))

PSPj : ∆Ti
→ wij .k(∆Ti

)

where τ1 and τ2 are parameters defining the shape of the PSP

and wij is the synaptic weight between the ith neuron of the
first layer and the jth neuron of the second layer.

Let us consider the 16th dimensional space Ω where each
dimension i represents the synaptic activity of the first layer’s

neuron i. We call K(t) = (k(∆T1
), ..., k(∆T16

)) the para-
metric function which represents the transformation due to

k on each ∆Ti
. Fj(t) = (PSPj(∆T1

), ..., PSPj(∆T16
)) is

the parametric function which represents the transformation

due to PSPj on each ∆Ti
. For a reception of one f(O,C)(t),

each neuron j of layer 2 generates the same K(t) but different
Fj(t). By considering the diagonal matrixWj where each non-

null term of the column i is the value wij we can write that

∀t, K(t).Wj = Fj(t). Wj is thus a matrix of homothety in Ω
transforming K(t) into Fj(t).
Each output neuron of the second layer sums all its in-

coming PSPs received over time and fires whenever the sum

exceeds a given threshold value Vth (see Figure 5). In other

words, the output neuron will fire if at least one point of the

parametric function Fj(t) belongs to the half-space defined by
Θ ⊂ Ω | ΣPSPj(∆Ti

) > V th. Because Fj(t) shape depends
on Wj whereas the threshold hyperplane stays unchanged,

each output neuron j has to findWj ensuring that it will reach

Θ for one ξO and not for the others to discriminate an odor.
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Fig. 5. Reception of 2 PSPs from different synapses as a function of time.
The plan represents the threshold (Vth = 3mV ). τ1 = 3ms, τ2 = 10ms,
Ts1 = 3ms, Ts2 = 10ms, w1 = w2 = 10.

To find the weight matrix Wj of the jth output neuron, a

supervised learning rule based on the work in [12] is used.

The training set consists of spike patterns associated with

their neural responses that should be attained. For a given

training pattern, the neuron should respond or not. If the

neuron responds whereas it should not or vice versa, an error

is detected. The learning rule then modifies Wj in order to

minimize the error.

The following step is to find for which time called Terror,

Fj(t) is the deepest in Θ (resp. the closest to Θ). Then the
vector α.K(Terror), where alpha is an adjusting parameter, is
decomposed in a diagonal matrix and substracted (resp. added)

to Wj (see Figure 6). This processus is repeated until no error

is detected.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Data set collected from our in-house sensors using our

experimented platform was used to generate a learning set

(L). Linear interpolations from those records generate a new

set of data used for testing the generalization performance -

type 1 generalization error (G1)-. By interchanging artificially
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Fig. 6. Example of learning process. The curve Fj(t) is the projection of
K(t) by the homothetic matric Wj . It has no points in Θ space whereas it
should. The closest point to Θ occurs in Fj(t) for t = Terror. The vector of
modification Vmod is defined by α.K(Terror). This vector is added to Wj

to generate a new projection F ′

j(t) which presents some points inside Θ.

the sensor responses from each odor and computing again a

linear interpolation, a new set of data is generated. The error

estimated from this new data set is called type 2 generalization

error (G2).

As shown in Figure 7, the learning error rate decreases

and reaches 0 at 370 training iterations. No modification

in the weights are made afterwards. As a consequence, the

generalization errors G1 and G2 do not change after iteration

370. Note that there is a strong correlation between the time

evolution of the learning error rate and the generalization error

rate G1. The generalization error rate G2 rapidly decreases at

the beginning of the learning process and remains at a stable

value afterwards.
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Table 1 reports the performance obtained with our spiking

neural network as compared to the one obtained with a Support

vector Machine (SVM). SVM(P1) stands for an SVM with

a degree 1 polynomial kernel, SVM(P2) is for a degree 2

polynomial kernel and SVM(RBF) is for a radial basis kernel

(std = 0.1). The SVM is trained directly on the normalized
Rsensors data. Table 1 shows that, for this discrimination task,

our spiking neural network outperforms the SVM.

TABLE I

LEARNING AND GENERALIZATION PERFORMANCE FOR OUR SNN AND

FOR SVM.

Our SNN SVM(P1) SVM(P2) SVM(RBF)

L 0 0 0 0

G1 0.016 0 0 0.097

G2 0,07 0.251 0.243 0.017

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a bio-mimetic algorithm based on spike timing

computation for odor discrimination is demonstrated. It was

shown that our bio-inspired algorithm outperforms a support

vector machine when used in our in-house tin oxide gas

identification application. Discriminating mixtures of gases

probably needs additional neurons which will respond to a

specific proportion of the different gases in the mixture. High

gas concentrations result in low differentiation in the spike

timing patterns where all the spikes are generated very early. A

slow lateral inhibition, generated when synchronous spikes are

detected in layer 1, can lead to a decrease in the stimulations

of the layer 1 neurons during the following cycle, increasing

the relative spike time differences.
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